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Abstract Nanostructured W-31wt.%Cu composite was for the first time produced via magnetic 

pulse compaction from bimetallic particles obtained using electric explosion of intertwisted 

copper/tungsten wires in argon and then characterized for microstructures, mechanical strength 

and tribological behavior at high temperatures. Microstructure of the composite is characterized 

by recrystallized copper grains with mean grain size of 59 ± 3 nm and unreacted spherical 

tungsten particles. The composite density was in the range 93-99%. Flexural and compression 

strengths were 560 ± 10 and 1035 ± 150 MPa, respectively. Tribological high temperature tests 

showed that this composite develops reduced wear starting from the testing at 250°C. Such an 

adaptation mechanisms is related to generation of copper tungstate CuWO4 on the worn surfaces.  

 

1.Introduction 

 

W-Cu pseudoalloys are immiscible metal composites intended to combine high electric 

and heat conductivities of copper with low thermal expansion and good thermal stability of 

tungsten. Such a combination allows applying them in electric engineering, welding and even 

aerospace engineering. The finer the composite components, the better the performance 

anticipated and, therefore, attempts were made to obtain W-Cu composites with submicron- and 

nanosized grains [1,2] using such methods as powder metallurgy sintering of nanoparticles [3], 

arresting the grain boundaries by segregations [4, 5], spark plasma sintering (SPS) [6,7], and 

severe plastic deformation by high-pressure torsion (HPT) [8-10]. Despite some progress was 

achieved in producing nanostructured high strength W/Cu composites, the above-mentioned 

approaches revealed some drawbacks [2]. Sintering the mechanically alloyed nanoparticles still 

requires temperatures as high as 900-1000°C, and, therefore results in increasing the grain size 

greatly [11]. Sintering W/Cu at lower temperatures involves using extra alloying by metallic 

additives, which are detrimental for both heat and electric conductivities of the composite [2]. 

Using chemically pure W and Cu particles allows obtaining pure W/Cu composites but the 

process seems to be energy consuming, multi-stage and tedious [2].  

Obtaining the fine-grained composite is feasible with the use of either infiltration or 

liquid phase sintering. In such a case, the finest W particles may be used but also this may 

provoke formation of closed pores, which are undesirable from the viewpoint of copper 

infiltration and obtaining high density. Mechanical and mechano-chemical alloying has been 

proposed to improve the liquid state sintering but it involves the risk of contaminating the 

powders.  

Spark plasma sintering is a promising process for fabricating W/Cu composites but there 

is still a problem with obtaining the high-density samples. SPS appears to be an advanced 

method for producing the W/Cu composites, however, the situation is that the complex 

relationships between SPS process parameters and final composite characteristics limit the 

application of this method [2, 12]. Nevertheless, improved densification during the SPS was 

achieved using bimetallic core-shell particles [2]. Tungsten-rich SPS sintered samples 

demonstrated high wear resistance and satisfactory electric conductivity [3,4]. 

HPT allows forming relatively large bulk nanostructured samples as compared to those 

obtained according to the above-described methods but the grain size distribution is not uniform 

across the HPTed sample [13].  



Alternative approach to avoid the grain growth may be some method of dynamic 

compaction or sinter forging. Such a method was proposed here to obtain the nanostructured 

W/Cu composites using a single-pulse magnetic compaction of spherical bimetallic W/Cu 

particles. These particles, which consist of W and Cu parts joined to form a single particle can be 

obtained via electric explosion of W and Cu wires (EEW) intertwisted to form a conductor 

through which a high density (10
7
 ÷ 10

9
 A/cm

2
)
 
current pulse is passed in an argon–filled 

chamber [14-16]. The result of such an electric explosion is that the solid metals are transformed 

into fast expanding double-phase homogeneous mixture containing liquid metal clusters and 

weakly-ionized plasma [17-20]. Such a powder producing process has some advantages over 

other ones, which also involve physical phenomena. These advantages are as follows: the EEW 

is a single stage process, no chemical interaction is afforded between the components, W/Cu 

EEW particles are spherical, and, therefore, can be compacted into fully dense microstructures, 

high production rate, low energy input, and option to obtain a composite metal/compound 

particles by changing the buffer gas composition [21].  

Magnetic pulse compaction (MPC) is based on transmitting 700 μs duration and 1.5 GPa 

pressure pulse to a powder load in a mold from a metallic punch accelerated by magnetic field 

generated by a pulse current from an RLC-circuit [14]. Mechanical compaction of particles 

occurs simultaneously with the adiabatic heating of the powder load, which allows fast sinter 

forging without increasing the final grain size. The resulting high-density samples are 

characterized by excess dislocation density due to work-hardening, which may serve for their 

higher hardness and wear resistance [22-26]. It was shown using numerical modeling [27] that 

applying a pressure pulse as high as 1 GPa to the homogeneous W/Cu powder mixture it was 

possible to obtain almost 100% dense composite samples [27]. Considerations and results as 

above allow understanding that MPC is promising for compacting the bimetallic particles and 

obtaining the W/Cu nanostructured composites, which then can be characterized and studied.  

The objective of this research was to characterize bulk W/Cu composites obtained by 

MPC from bimetallic W/Cu EEW particles.  

 

2. Material and methods 

2.1 Electric explosion of wire (EEW) production of bimetallic W/Cu particles 

Bimetallic W/Cu particles were produced by passing high-current pulses generated by an RLC-

circuit with parameters Rc ≈ 0.076 Ω, Lc ≈ 0.78 μH via a conductor made of two intertwisted W 

and Cu wires of diameters corresponding to the W-31wt.%Cu composition. When being passed 

via the conductor these high-current pulses caused its electric explosion (EEW) and atomization 

in an argon-filled chamber [29]. The weight ratio of metals in the resulting W/Cu powder was 

determined by the ratio of the masses of tungsten and copper wire equal length portions 

exploded. The EEW explosion frequency was 0.5 Hz. Production rate for W/Cu bimetallic 

particles was 138 g/h with electric power consumed at the level of 16.5 kW/(hkg). 

The EEW is a fast-occurring process and main information about electric energy input and phase 

transitions occurring in the wire during its heating by the passing high-current pulse can be 

obtained from time dependencies of current and voltage. These dependencies were obtained 

using the Rogovski coil, ohmic voltage divider and oscilloscope TPS2024b (Tektronix Inc., 

Beaverton OR, USA) as shown elsewhere [16]. The process parameters corresponding to electric 

explosion of intertwisted W/Cu wires are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The EEW process parameters for producing W/Cu particles from intertwisted W/Cu 

wires  

Wire Wire 

diameter 

d, mm 

Wire length 

l, mm 

Metal yield 

N, % wt. 

Energy of 

sublimation 

Es, J 

Capacitor 

C, mkF 

Charging 

voltage U0, 

kV 

Buffer gas 

pressure P, 

MPa 

Cu 0.2 90 31 135 
3.2 27 0.3 

W 0.2 90 69 153 



The element composition of the W/Cu nanosized particles was examined by energy 

dispersive spectrometry (EDS) in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) JEOL JEM-2100 

(JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Japan)). Particle size distribution was obtained by sedimentation analysis 

in a disk centrifuge DC24000 (CPS Instruments Inc., Prairieville, LA, USA). Not less than 

5.1×10
9
 particles were used for reconstructing the size distribution curve. 

Powder specimens intended for TEM were prepared by intermixing 80 g of powder with 

100 ml ethanol and sonication for 5 min to achieve their deagglomeration. The 10 μL quantity 

was then sampled and distributed on a carbon-coated 3 mm gold mesh substrate. Samples for 

15 min duration sedimentation analysis were prepared by intermixing 40 g of powder with 10 

mL of ethanol and sonication for 5 min. Thin foils for TEM were cut off the bulk samples using 

an electro-discharge machine (EDM), then ground and ion-thinned using a Fishione, Model 1051 

TEM Mill machine at accelerating voltage 8 kV at 5 incident angle.  

Phase compositions of the powder, consolidated samples and worn surfaces were obtained 

using an XRD diffractometer Shimadzu XRD-6000 (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan). 

 

2.2 Magnetic-pulse consolidation (MPC) of W/Cu particles. 

MPC consolidation of the EEW W/Cu particles into bulk samples was carried out using 

facilities of the Institute of Electrophysics UrO RAN (Yekaterinburg, Russia) [15].  Each sample 

was obtained by charging 52 ± 0.1 g of the bimetallic powder into a 32 mm mold and then 

isostatically pre-pressing it until reaching 40% of its theoretical density of 14.16 g/cm
3
. Total 15 

samples were obtained. 

Next stage was heating the sample directly in the mold to 350 ºС and vacuum degassing in 

a chamber at residual air pressure of 1 Pa for 4h. Electric energy accumulated in a capacitor was 

then passed via a helical inductor as a breakdown current pulse j, which then created a pulse of 

magnetic field B in the inductor/concentrator gap to induct the current in concentrator (Fig. 1). 

Pulse force F was the result of interaction between the induced current and magnetic field and it 

pushed the concentrator and piston down to compact the powder in the mold.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the MPC process [15]. 

 

The MPC was performed with the process parameters as follows: electric capacitance (С) ~ 

2.2 mF, charging voltage (U0) ~ 4.1 kV so that the maximum compaction pressure was 1.2 GPa. 

The pressure pulse rise was 500 μs for all samples. After the MPC, the resulting bulk samples 



were annealed without extracting them from the mold at 400 ºС for 2 h to relieve the residual 

stresses. The resulting samples were 31.3 ± 0.12 mm in diameter and 4.95 ± 0.07 mm in height 

disks with density in the range 93 to 99% as measured using a hydrostatic weighing method. 

Electric power consumed for consolidating the bulk sample of total mass 52 g, including stages 

such as degassing powder, MPC and ensuing tempering for relieving the residual stresses, 

amounted up to 10.3 kW/h. Total power consumed for W/Cu powder production and 

consolidation was 11.2 kW/h.    

 

2.3 Mechanical and tribological testing of W/Cu bulk samples. 

Specimens for three-point bending tests were EDM cut off the as-sintered disks in the form of 

2×2×16 mm
3
 bars according to ISO 7438:2020 and tested using a Gotech AI-7000M (Gotech 

Testing Machines Inc., Taiwan) testing machine at a loading rate of 0.5 mm/min. Total 6 

samples were tested. Compression test were carried out on UTS-110M-100-1U 

(TESTSYSTEMS Ltd., Russia) testing machine using 3x4x6 mm
3
 samples at a loading rate of 1 

mm/min. Total 6 samples were tested. The Vickers hardness test was performed using a Duramin 

400 machine (Stuers A/S, Denmark) at a load of 500 gr with a 10 s dwell time. 

High-temperature tribological pin-on-disk testing of the samples was carried out using a 

nanotribometer THT-S-BE-0000 (CSM Instruments, Peseux, Switzerland) with experimental 

conditions as shown in Table 2.  

 

Table2. Tribological experiment conditions 
N Temperature, 

°C 

Acquisition rate, 

Hz 

Radius, 

mm 

Time, 

s 

Linear Speed, 

m/s 

Normal Load, 

N 

1 25 

200 8 3600 0.4 

3 

2 100 3 

3 250 3 

4 350 2 

5 450 2 

6 550 2 

 
 

3. Results and discussion. 

3.1 Phases and size distribution of W/Cu powder 

Time dependencies of currents and voltages were in-situ recorded during EEW of W/Cu 

wires (Fig. 2). The voltage U(t) curve showed the presence of two maxima at t ~ 1.29 s and t ~ 

1.57 s, which corresponded to the explosion of copper and tungsten wires, respectively. The 

energy E(t) dependencies demonstrated that the energy inputs in copper and tungsten wires 

achieved values of 2.4·Es(Cu) and 0.9·Es(W), respectively, by the moment of time t ~ 2.25 s when 

an arc discharge happened. It is known [18,19] that the phase state of the explosion products is 

determined by the energy input. In particular, the energy inputs in the range 1.5 < E/Es < 3.0 into 

silver, copper or aluminum wires allow generating a homogeneous mixture of weakly ionized 

plasma and liquid metal nanosized clusters. At the same time, input of ~0.9·Es energy into a 

tungsten wire results in explosion formation of micron- and submicron droplets [19, 20]. 

 



 
Fig.2. Time dependencies of currents and voltages in-situ obtained during EEW of W/Cu 

intertwisted wires. 

 

 

A SEM micrograph of W/Cu particles (Fig.3a) shows, as expected from the above 

analysis, the presence of both nano- and micron-sized particles in the explosion products. 

Explosion of a tungsten wire produced micron-submicron tungsten droplets, which then 

solidified into the same size particles, while because of the high E/Es ratio the copper wire 

explosion gave only few micron-sized copper droplets with the majority of the submicron size 

ones. The W/Cu particle size distribution curve in Fig.3b reveals two local maxima that may 

be related to action of different particle forming mechanisms: (i) liquid droplet dispersion and 

(ii) coagulation/coalescence of the vapor clusters.  

 

 
Fig.3 Characteristics of the obtained EEW powders: (a) SEM micrograph, (b) particle size 

distribution, (c) TEM micrograph and (d) EDS mapping of W/Cu nanoparticles. 

 
 



The EDS map of element distribution in the particles (Fig. 3c, d) shows that the 

nanosized particles are spherical and mainly composed of a single metal. This finding differs 

from that of previous reports on bimetallic particles obtained by EEW of intertwisted wires of 

partially and fully miscible metals, other than W and Cu. The EEW of intertwisted wires of 

partially miscible metals usually gave nanosized ―core-shell‖ or ―Janus-like‖ particles formed by 

metal segregation within such a particle as a result of coalescence/coagulation of dissimilar metal 

clusters [29, 30]. In the case of W and Cu particles, another type of bimetallic particles is formed 

by diffusion bonding of W/Cu at temperatures close to the copper melting point. It was shown 

[31] that a mutual diffusion layer of 20 nm thickness could be formed between these metals.  

The W-Cu binary system is characterized by the enthalpy of formation 33 kJ/mole [32]. It 

means that the energy barrier for formation of bimetallic W/Cu nanoparticles by spontaneous 

coalescence of clusters is too high [33]. Solidification of these particles from a binary melt is 

also hardly possible because melting point of tungsten is well above the boiling point of copper. 

Summarizing all the above-discussed facts we suggest that possible mechanism for the formation 

of the W/Cu bimetallic particles lies with intermixing and collision of single-metal particles with 

some diffusion bonding.  

An X-ray diffractogram obtained from the W/Cu powder showed phases such as BCC α-

W, Cr3Si–type A15 β-W and FCC Cu (Fig. 4). The lattice constants of both α-W and Cu were 

close to their standard values. 

The presence of the metastable, brittle and poor conducting β-W phase in bimetallic 

particles is typical with the EEW production of tungsten powders [21] and may be related to 

nonequilibrium condition of the process. According to the XRD data, the weight percentage ratio 

of  α/β phases of tungsten in the sample was 16/53. According to the literature sources, β-W 

phase has a higher electrical resistivity (150–300 μΩ-cm), in comparison with α-W phase (5.3 

μΩ-cm), and a sample based on α + β phases has a significantly lower strength (780 MPa) vs. 

that of the α-W phase one (1480 MPa) [35-38].This β-W phase is usually obtained as thin films 

in such processes as magnetron sputtering [39]. One of the factors behind the αβ 

transformation may be the presence of oxygen [40]. At least, the inverse βα transformation 

may be achieved either by removal of oxygen or due to heating to 520 
0
C [41, 42]. High cooling 

rate also can be a stabilizing factor for the β-W phase. It is known [43] that cooling rates in the 

order of ~ 10
7
 ÷ 10

9
 K/s can be achieved in solidification of nanoparticles produced via EEW 

and therefore serve for stabilizing the β-W.   

 

 

 
Fig. 4 The XRD diffractogram obtained from the W/Cu powder. 

  

 



3.2 Phases and microstructures of consolidated W/Cu samples 

 

The XRD pattern of MPCed samples showed the presence of α-W, β-W and Cu phases 

inherited from the source powder as well as tungsten dioxide WO2 that resulted from oxidizing 

during the compaction in air (Fig.5).  

 

 
Fig.5. The XRD diffractogram obtained from bulk magnetic pulse compacted W/Cu samples. 

 

 

SEM BSE image (Fig.6a) and corresponding EDS maps (Fig.6b, c) allow observing that 

the MPCed sample’s microstructure is composed of a copper matrix with more or less  uniformly 

distributed micro- and submicron-sized spherical tungsten particles.  Since volume percentage 

W/Cu ratio is about 50/50 and great part of the W total mass is represented by these particles 

then, when specifying the MPC regime parameters (temperature and pressure), we were 

orienting on those used for consolidation of copper nanoparticles [14]. The resulting  density 

values for MPCed WCu samples, namely in the range 93 ÷ 99% were in good agreement with 

95% for those obtained on the MPCed copper [14]. 

 

 

 

Fig.6. SEM BSE image (a), EDS copper (b) and tungsten distribution (c) in a magnetic-pulse 

consolidated W/Cu sample  

 



TEM images obtained from thin foils (Fig.7a, e) demonstrated sub-micron tungsten 

spherical particles in the copper matrix with fine recrystallized 59 ± 3 nm grains, featuring grain 

boundaries and annealing twins. Selected area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) in Fig.7c and 

its indexed image in Fig 7d show the same phases as those identified from the XRD (Fig. 5), i.e. 

α-W, β-W, Cu as well as monoclinic WO2. According to XRD data weight percentage ratio of 

the α/β phases of tungsten in the bulk magnetic pulse compacted was 58/11, respectively. 

The microstructure of the consolidated samples showed that copper grains (Fig.7b) were 

formed by solid state sintering of copper particles without full fusion. Tungsten particles were 

not fully wetted by copper and, therefore, there were voids and pores especially around the 

coarser particles (Fig. 7e-g). We believe that, unless the magnetic pulse consolidation was used 

for the bimetallic W/Cu particles, no bonding would have been achieved between the tungsten 

particles and copper matrix. The other positive outcome was that the copper matrix grains were 

very fine as well as additionally contained annealing twin high-angle boundaries, which served 

as effective dislocation barriers and contribute to the Hall-Petch strengthening during mechanical 

loading.  

The relative density values in the range 93 to 99% that were obtained on the magnetic 

pulse consolidated samples are in agreement with the results obtained from numerical modeling 

of W/Cu spherical particle compaction [27]. It was established that the relative density of 

compacted EEW powders of composition 69 wt.% W-31 wt.% Cu, which is equal to volume 

percentage ratio W/Cu 50/50 [5] was 0.95 for the compaction pressure as high as 1.2 GPa.  

Von Mises microstress distribution was reconstructed to show that the presence of W-

based particle agglomerates had a great effect on the residual porosity. It was reported [27] that 

these agglomerates required applying higher force for their full compaction. Such a conclusion is 

in agreement with the experimental data shown in Fig.7e.  

The maximum residual porosity was observed in regions close to coarse W particles. 

Therefore, in addition to the increasing the compaction pressure, porosity in MPC can be further 

reduced by improving the particle size uniformity. The W/Cu size distribution uniformity may be 

provided by increasing the energy input into wires and thus refining the W particles. It was 

shown [44] that mean W particle sizes obtained using EEW regimes with arc discharge by the 

explosion products in argon, nitrogen and helium atmospheres were in the range 13 to 21 nm, i.e. 

both submicron and micron-sized droplets were evaporated by the discharge. Even full 

transformation of a W-wire into a plasma gas state can be achieved during the EEW under 

condition of corresponding modification of discharge circuit and electric field [45]. Therefore, 

minimization of coarse micron-sized W-particle content and improved particle size uniformity 

can be achieved in EEW. It should be noted also that increasing the energy input at the arc 

discharge stage may also increase the mean particle size by forming tough particle agglomerates. 

These agglomerates will interfere with the powder flow during MPC and, therefore, should be 

avoided.  

 



 
Fig.7 TEM images (a, e), grain sizes distribution (b), (c) SAED pattern, (d) SAED pattern 

indexed and EDS maps ( f(W), g(Cu)) of magnetic-pulse consolidated W/Cu samples.  

 

3.3 Mechanical characteristics of consolidated W/Cu samples 

All as-consolidated W/Cu samples were bent until full fracture and mean flexural strength 

was determined at the level of 560 ± 10 MPa. Fracture occurred just after reaching the ultimate 

flexural strength but according to stress-strain diagram in Fig. 8a samples experienced plastic 

deformation from the very beginning of the test. More support for such an observation can be 

seen from analyzing the stages on a stress derivative 𝜎𝜀
′  vs. strain curve in Fig. 8b.  

 



 
Fig. 8. Bending (a, b) and compression (d, e) test stress-strain curve (а, d), 1

st
 derivative of 

stress vs. strain curve (b, e), fracture surface (c) of W-Cu bulk samples 

 

Stage I corresponds to sharp non-linear growth of stress while stage II demonstrates 

moderate almost linear strengthening. Stage III corresponds to non-linear strengthening until 

complete fracture. Non-linear behavior of strengthening factor 𝜎𝜀
′  at the stage I can be the result 

of friction between the sample and supports. Low rate strengthening at stage II can be related 

with microfracture and pore collapse. Stage III non-linear strengthening may be the result of 

Hall-Petch hardening in the nanostructured copper matrix. Nevertheless, the resulting fracture 

surfaces can be characterized as ductile with dimples and voids formed due to pulling out coarse 

tungsten particles only weakly bonded to the copper matrix (Fig. 8c). 

The behavior of specimens during compression tests was characterized by accumulation of 

cracks while retaining the sample’s integrity and final fragmentation at the last stage. Thus, the 



common fracture pattern can be defined as a viscous-plastic one. The onset of crack formation is 

observed at about 5-6% strain, which is most clearly seen on the strengthening factor curve (Fig. 

8e). The compression curve (Fig. 8d) contains the "positive bending - slope - negative bending" 

parts, common for the compression test. A critical fracture occurs after achieving the 9% strain 

when the curve first reaches a plateau and then abruptly breaks off. In this area, there is an 

intensive growth of cracks and the beginning of partial cleavage. Compression tests showed that 

ultimate compression strength (UCS) was at the level of 1035 ± 150 MPa for all samples 

independently of the compression axis orientation with respect to the compaction force direction. 

The mean hardness number was 317 ± 1 HV.  

The compression strength was by a factor of 1.8 higher than the flexural strength. It 

should be noted that for both copper and tungsten the differences between flexural and 

compression strengths are not that big [46]. The observed difference might have resulted not 

only from the test and sample geometry differences but also from structural inhomogeneity of 

the MPC sample. The presence of defects such as pores and lack of bonding between copper and 

tungsten can be factors behind the low flexural strength.  

Table 3 contains characteristics of bulk consolidated W-30 wt/ % Cu samples obtained 

according to different methods. One can see that the MPCed samples have density values close 

to those obtained using other methods.  

Table 3. Characteristics of bulk consolidated W-30 wt/ % Cu samples obtained according 

to different methods. 

 

Preparation 

of powder 

Sintering Grain size, 

μm 

Relative 

density, % 

Hardness Electrical 

conductivity 

Ref. 

exploding 

wire 

magnetic pulse 

compaction 
0.02-3.0 93-99 317 HV — 

this 

work 

mixing, 

milling, 

coating 

spark plasma 

sintering, 

vacuum 

sintering 

0.2-5.0 88-90 
2.33-3.11 

GPa 
(2.78-4.93)  

10
6
 Ω

-1
m

-1 [6] 

blend infiltration micron 98.9 178 HB 39.32 % IACS [1] 

blend infiltration 0.4 98.7 194 HB 41.03 % IACS [1] 

sol-gel field assisted 0.35-0.4 97.3 — — [1] 

spray-

drying 
liquid-sintering submicron 99.0 — — 

[1] 

 

 

3.4 Tribological behavior of consolidated W/Cu samples
 

Time dependencies of the coefficient of friction (CoF) in Fig. 9 showed that the CoF 

magnitude stabilized after some short period of time. The highest CoF was demonstrated during 

sliding at 100°C which even had a tendency to grow with the time. The minimum CoF values 

were obtained in sliding at 250°C, 350°C, and 450°C (Fig. 9). Sliding at 550°C showed 

somewhat higher friction but still below those obtained at 100°C and even 25°C. 



  
Fig.9. Time dependencies of the coefficient of friction for W-Cu composite samples tested at 

different temperatures 

° 

 
Fig.10. Temperature dependencies of the wear and friction coefficients of the W-Cu consolidated 

samples and steel balls  

 

Wear behavior of MPC W/Cu samples slid against ASTM 52100 steel balls (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) 

allow suggesting that the wear groove cross section area was almost constant at the test 

temperatures 25°C-350°C and increased sharply at 450°C and 550°C.   

The loss of material by wear might occur due to removal of metal from the wear contact 

or by transfer of metal to the counterbody. Therefore, the worn surfaces of the steel balls were 

examined too. Intense wear of balls occurred during sliding at 25°C and 100°C (Fig. 12) so that 

the ball surface was flattened and, plausibly, the steel wear debris were removed or transferred to 

the W/Cu sample worn surface. Starting from 100°C there were build-up zones whose cross 

section area increased with the temperature by means of inverse adhesion transfer of W/Cu onto 

the steel ball surface. The most intense transfer of W/Cu on the steel ball occurred at 450 and 

550°C (Figs. 10, 11, 12).     

 



 
Fig. 11. Wear track profiles on the disk surfaces. 

 
 

Fig.12. Tribological transfer layer on the ball surfaces.  

 

SEM images of the worn surfaces in Fig. 13 show adhesion wear morphology of samples 

tested at 25 and 100°C. Starting from 250°C, transfer (mechanically mixed) layer covered areas 

(TLA) appear that bear contact loads and reduce friction. This temperature is the wear transition 



point where the adhesion wear of steel ball is substituted for the adhesion wear and transfer of 

W/Cu samples. Along with these TLA there are transfer-layer free areas (TLFA) which appear to 

form by detachment and removal of the TLA. 
 

 
Fig.13 SEM BSE images of worn surfaces on the W/Cu MPCed samples obtained at different 

test temperatures.  

 

3.4 XRD and EDS element distribution after wear 

X-ray diffractograms were obtained from the worn surfaces (Fig.14a) and compared to those 

from free W/Cu sample surface (Fig.14b). The worn surfaces of samples tested at 25°C and 

100°C revealed the presence of the same phases as those found in as-compacted samples and on 

the unworn areas of the samples, i.e. α-W, β-W, Cu, and WO2. The differences started at 250°C 

when the unworn surface showed copper oxides Cu2O, CuO. At the same time, the worn surfaces 



were even more heavily oxidized and revealed copper tungstate CuWO4 in addition to CuO. The 

amount of CuWO4 on the worn surfaces of W/Cu samples became higher at 450°C and 550°C 

and, in addition, there appeared reflections of tungsten trioxide WO3. On the unworn surface, the 

reflections of CuWO4 were detected only after heating to 550°C (Fig.14a). It should be noted that 

β-W reflections disappeared from both types of surfaces starting from 450°C, i.e. at the 

temperature lower than 520°C [42]. It seems that severe plastic deformation on the worn surface 

facilitated the βα transformation despite intense tribooxidizing.   

 

 
Fig.14. XRD spectra obtained from (a) unworn and (b) worn surface areas of W/Cu samples 

tested at temperatures as shown. 

 

SEM examination of the worn surfaces revealed thin needle-like WO3 crystals, which grew after 

stopping the tests upon cooling the sample in air (Fig.15). No free copper was detected on the 

worn surfaces of samples tested at high temperatures owing to fact that all copper was spent for 

generation of copper tungstate. 

 

 



 
Fig.15. SEM BSE image of fine WO3 crystallites grown on the worn surface of a sample tested 

at 550°C during cooling in air. 

 

The EDS mapping of the worn surfaces demonstrate how both tungsten and copper 

reduced their concentrations during sliding at 25°C and 100°C (Fig.16). Then tungsten 

concentrations further reduced as the sliding temperature grew, while that of copper started grow 

being below its concentration in the as-compacted material. Moderate concentrations of iron 

were detected on the worn surfaces of samples tested at 25°C and 100°C, which testified to the 

transfer from the steel ball. The intensity of the iron transfer reduced in sliding at higher 

temperatures when inverse transfer process activated. The increasing with temperature 

concentration of oxygen is an expected effect since the higher the temperature, the more intense 

the oxidizing. 
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Fig.16 Wear surface composition vs. test temperature (0 corresponds  to the as-compacted 

material). Horizontal lines mark up the initial concentrations of corresponding elements in the 

W/Cu composite. 

 

More detailed EDS examination of the worn surfaces confirmed the observations as made 

above. Almost nothing happened to W and Cu concentrations after sliding at 25 °C and 100°C 

except for some oxidizing (Fig.17). At 250°C, 350°C and 450°C there were some drops in copper 

concentration across the wear groove with simultaneous enrichment by tungsten. It should be 

noted that TLA were enriched with W while TLFA were enriched by copper. It seems that TLA 

represents the mechanically mixed material composed of copper tungstate and other oxides while 

composition of TLFA is closer to that of as-compacted material. Such a finding may be a strong 

point in favor of TLFA formation by removal of TLA.  



 
Fig.17. EDS spectra of the wear grooves on W/Cu samples after sliding against steel balls at 

different temperatures 

 

Tribological testing of W/Cu consolidated bulks showed at least three stages depending on 

the test temperature. The first stage was characterized by a special type of the worn surface with 

asperities manifested as multiple narrow grooves on both surfaces, which appeared because of 

scratching and ploughing them by hard phases. These hard particles may represent tungsten 

particles pulled out as some of those were only weakly bonded to the copper matrix because of 

partial sintering. At 25-100°C testing temperature there was no strong adhesion and transfer 

between the steel ball and W/Cu composite. Both surfaces were worn and oxidized uniformly 

and wear debris were removed from the contact zone to the periphery. There was no pile-ups on 

the wear track edges, which could evidence plastic deformation. Tribooxidation of all 

components such as tungsten, copper and iron mainly occurred in wear particles so that 

scratching and ploughing happened on the non-oxidized surfaces. That is why the CoF values are 

very high at 25 and 100°C, namely, ~0.57 and ~0.7, respectively (Fig. 9). It is interesting that 

adhesion transfer onto the steel ball was zero in sliding at 25°C and non-zero at 100°C. 

Therefore, friction was higher in the latter case.  

The worn surfaces of samples tested at temperatures 250°C and 350°C resulted in 

generation of smooth TLA areas covered with mechanical mixed layer (MML) and rough 

(TLFA) areas formed by detachment and removal of the MML. Intense tribooxidation and 

mechanical mixing at these temperatures produced copper tungstate, which proved to be an 

adaptation factor for reducing both friction and wear despite intense adhesion transfer onto the 

steel ball.  

There were high pile-ups on the wear track edges testifying to the plastic edging of W/Cu 

as well as plasticization and deformation of coarse tungsten particles, which then smeared over 



the surface and oxidized (Fig.11, Fig.17). Such a redistribution resulted in enrichment of the 

wear track surface with tungsten.  

Adhesion transfer of mechanically mixed layer (MML) onto the steel ball surface 

intensified but the anti-friction effect of in-situ formed copper tungstate extended to 450°C and 

even 550°C. However, thermal softening of the W/Cu composite matrix eventually became too 

great, which resulted in the significant increase of the wear track depth.  

These analysis fits the conception of structural–energetic tribological adaptation of 

materials to sliding conditions first proposed by B.I. Kostetsky [47]. Interest to studying all kinds 

of effects observed with such an adaptation on different materials is now reviving, especially, in 

view of testing new interesting and promising materials such as MAX-phases, high-entropy 

alloys and carbides, ultra-high temperature ceramics, etc.  

One of the effective adaptation ways may be formation of mixed oxides capable of easy 

shear [48]. For example, copper spinel was the reason for friction reduction upon sliding on a 

compacted Fe/Cu pseudoalloy [25]. Tungsten is also known as a metal capable of forming soft 

oxides like tungsten trioxide and Magneli phases [49] that may serve as solid lubricants [50, 51]. 

Mixed oxides – tungstates may in-situ form during high-temperature (high-speed) sliding and 

then reduce friction [52]. Friction reduction effect of in-situ CuWO4 in sliding test on W/Cu 

composite at 900°C was reported [53]. Our results and analysis agree well with this concept and 

we demonstrated that the formation of oxides in the studied W/Cu composite plays important 

role in its tribological behavior. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The novelty of this study is in consolidating bespoke bimetallic core-shell W/Cu 

nanoparticles with magnetic pulse sintering that combines consolidating with severe plastic 

deformation. Bimetallic W/Cu particles were obtained using electric explosion of intertwisted 

wires in argon-filled chamber. Particle size distribution was bimodal in accordance to the phase 

state specifics of the explosion products. The EEW particles contained phases such as Cu, α-W 

and β-W. The samples compacted by magnetic pulse (MPC) had 93-99% density and 

additionally contained WO2 formed as a result of oxidation in compaction. Microstructurally the 

MPC samples were composed of copper grain matrix, pores and tungsten particles. Flexural and 

compression strengths were 560 ± 10 and 1035 ± 150 MPa, respectively. The MPC sample 

strength can be improved using more uniform particle size distribution and elimination of the 

coarse micron- and submicron-sized tungsten particles.  

Coarse tungsten particles were only weakly bonded with the matrix and, therefore, were 

pulled out during sliding test at low temperatures and abraded the worn surfaces. 

Formation of copper tungstate in tribooxidation at 250°C-350°C allowed reducing both 

the wear and the friction. At even higher temperatures of 450 to 550°C, copper tungstate still 

works beneficially, but thermal softening of the copper matrix is too great and so that W/Cu is 

ploughed deeply by the steel ball with the strong build-up.  
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